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By Colette Bouchez

Ivy League Pub. Paperback. Condition: New. 326 pages. Dimensions: 9.1in. x 7.5in. x 0.9in. A
breakthrough revolutionary plan for getting pregnant fast, solving common fertility problems and
having a healthy baby this is NOT your average book on getting pregnant ! Renowned fertility
expert Dr. Niels Lauersen and womens wellness expert Colette Bouchez help readers take charge of
their fertility with a revolutionary new self-help plan designed to show couples how to work
together to boost their conception odds, plan for a healthy pregnancy, and get pregnant faster all
without the use of expensive fertility treatments or medications. Based on scientific research and
tested on thousands of couples Eat-Love- GET PREGNANT is a simple yet revolutionary plan that
provides the quintessential missing link absent from most other fertility programs namely, the
importance of not only boosting both male and female fertility simultaneously, but bold new
evidence showing how, when couples work together in certain special and unique ways, they can
create a unified fertility power boost strong enough to take them from infertile to fertile in as little
as three months. For those thinking about getting pregnant its the planning tool that will help
ensure not just pregnancy success but...
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Reviews
The most e ective publication i ever read through. I could possibly comprehended almost everything using this composed e pdf. I am very easily could get
a enjoyment of reading through a composed pdf.
-- Opal Bauch V
The very best publication i possibly read. it was writtern very perfectly and useful. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Wilhelm Predovic
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